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Abstract

The human black market is the exportation of humans against their will for the purpose of forced labor. The number of people being trafficked is growing by the years and there are no laws to prevent human trafficking. Most of the servants come from third world countries and end up in the United States and Canada.

Key points or important facts from the research

- Women and young girls make up 56% of people trafficked.
- World wide, US citizens make up 25% of global sex tourists, however in Latin America the US makes up 80%.
- There are many political influences that effect human trafficking laws.

Conclusions & Discussion

The United States is the top country of destination for human trafficking. The laws that are currently present are not aiding in the prevention of human trafficking, but instead they focus on specific parts of human trafficking that are not as extreme as the others. There needs to be more information on human trafficking in the United States cities that are involved.
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